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The Document
The goal of this document is presenting a comprehensive wireframe navigation, content placement, 
and user flow.  

The wireframes presented in this document are not final. They are vehicles to illustrate content 
organization, hierarchy, and user flow. 

I intentionally used a sketching technic with the purpose of focusing my audience to the specific issues 
that need to be explored at this time in the process. 

The app’s navigation emerged from a sitemap I designed, preliminary to the wireframes. The sitemap 
served as the main guide to the creation of the current navigation. However, some elements from the 
interaction suffered changes, as the navigation process developed. 

 Document content:

1. The Sitemap 

2. The Wireframes 
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1 - The Sitemap





2 - The wireframes
I created the wireframe for both, vertical and horizontal 
orientation. You will find annotations to support the design 
and relevant differences within it. 

I chose to use the Adaptive Design modality because since 
it offers more design control, it provides the best user 
experience for the device. 

NOTE: The following sketched wireframes intent to illustrate 
how the content organization and hierarchy is preserved 
through both orientations. To complement the wireframe 
presentation, I added prototypes to demonstrate the app’s 
flow, by tasks.



Start
The first rectangle  (banner) along the top of the page will always tell  
the user where she is. It will serve as a "You are here" sign. 

The central panel that consumes the largest amount of screen space 
found in the centre of the screen addresses the questions of, “What's 
here?’”and “What should I do?”

Logo and banner will be maintained 
across all the screens of the app.



Opening Account
The previous screens takes the user straight to this one to open an 
account.

Since I intent to drive the user to this first task of opening the account 
without distractions, the screens do not have other buttons, but the save 
button, until the user is done opening the account.



Creating Lunch Users
When the user saves the account info, she is taken to this screen to add 
the lunch beneficiaries or users of the lunch service. 

The maximum amount of children to add is higher than 7. The user will 
have to touch-slide the screen in order to reach the end of the list.



Home
This is the screen the user will arrive to after creating the account and 
entering the number of lunch beneficiaries and every time she opens 
the app.

Welcome!

I stablished content hierarchy, by allocating the menu in a prioritizing 
place, closer to the top and without making contact with any distracting 
image.



Settings
The menu alignment is consistent, to make the navigation 
easier. Then, the user will not have to scan the different areas 
of the screen in order to identify target items every time she 
moves to a different screen.



Account
Icons+words make the navigation clearer. Then, since in this 
screen the space availability allowed it, I used  icons+words 
to ease the navigation.



Money Balance
Here the user can check the amount of money available, 
change or delete the card (if that’s were the method 
previously selected), and add funds.



Payment Options



Lunch Beneficiary
When the user needs to schedule a lunch, she needs to first 
select the particular lunch beneficiary. Then, she can create 
a new lunch schedule or check the existing ones.

The create & check button takes the user to the calendar, - 
next screen.



Calendar
Here, the user can check the scheduled lunches (dates with 
circles on them), and create new ones by selecting specific 
days.

Touch and slide.



Day Menu
Ones the user selected a date, she can choose or favor a 
menu for that particular day.



3 - The Prototypes



3 - The Prototypes
Opening an account: 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/Adriana/LMB_OpeningAccount.mov


Scheduling a lunch menu: 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/Adriana/LMB_LunchNav.mov


Settings: 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/Adriana/LMB_Settings.mov


Deleting credit card and changing method of payment: 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/Adriana/LMB_DeletingAccount.mov


Checking balance, changing credit card info, and adding funds: 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/Adriana/LMB_AddingMoney%20copy.mov

https://s3.amazonaws.com/Adriana/LMB_OpeningAccount.mov
https://s3.amazonaws.com/Adriana/LMB_Settings.mov
https://s3.amazonaws.com/Adriana/LMB_DeletingAccount.mov
https://s3.amazonaws.com/Adriana/LMB_AddingMoney%20copy.mov

